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ABSTRACT 

A FINFET-containing structure having multiple FlNs that 
are merged together Without source/drain contact pads or a 
local interconnect is provided. In accordance With the 
present invention, the inventive structure includes a plurality 
of semiconducting bodies (i.e., FlNs) Which extend above a 
surface of a substrate. A common patterned gate stack 
surrounds the plurality of semiconducting bodies and a 
nitride-containing spacer is located on sideWalls of the 
common patterned gate stack. An epitaxial semiconductor 
layer is used to merge each of the semiconducting bodies 
together. 
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FIG . 1A 
(PRIOR ART) 
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FIG. 2 
(PRIOR ART) 
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FIG. BC 
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FIG. 9B 
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FIG. 12c’ 
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CONTACT SCHEME FOR FINFET 
STRUCTURES WITH MULTIPLE FINS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to a semiconductor 
structure and a method of fabricating the same. More 
particularly, the present invention relates to a FINFET 
containing structure having multiple FINs that are merged 
together Without source/drain contact pads or local intercon 
nects. The present invention also relates to a method for 
fabricating a FINFET-containing structure having multiple 
FINs that are merged together. The inventive method is 
suitable for actual FINFET technology and greatly improves 
the layout ef?ciency of multiple FINFETs. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Double gated and tri-gated transistors have higher 
scalability than single gated FETs since the multiple gates 
help to control the potential in the body. Among the several 
double gated and tri-gated device architectures, the FINFET 
has been considered as one of the most promising candidates 
for 32 nm node technology and beyond because it combines 
the critical elements of superior scalability found in all multi 
gated devices With the manufacturability of conventional 
transistors. 
[0003] The body of a FINFET device having a double gate 
or a tri-gate consists of a thin (on the order of about 10 nm 
n) vertical crystalline semiconducting Wall called a FIN 
Which typically extends from a surface of an underlying 
substrate. In double gated FINFETs, gate material Warps 
around both sides of the FIN creating a channel on each side 
thereof. For a tri-gate FINFET device, the gate material is 
located atop the FIN as Well as around both sides of the FIN 
creating a channel on each side of the FIN as Well as atop the 
PIN. 
[0004] The main advantages of a FINFET structure over 
other multi-gated device designs is that the self-aligned 
gates can be fabricated using a single lithographic and 
etching step. 
[0005] In a conventional FINFET gate design layout such 
as shoWn in FIG. 1B, large source/drain landing (i.e., contact 
pads) 12 are used to connect an array of narroW FINS 14 in 
parallel at tWo ends. In FIG. 1B, reference numeral 10 
denotes the active area, While reference numeral 16 denotes 
the gate. For comparison, FIG. 1A shoWs a conventional 
design layout for a planar FET. 
[0006] For FIG. 1A, the planar FET ground rule is equal 
to the contact-gate overlay Which is the distance dl betWeen 
the source/drain contact pads 12 and the gates 16. In FIG. 
1B, the FINFET ground rule is equal to the contact-gate 
overlay plus the contact-active overlay. The ground rule for 
the FINFET structure is thus represented by the distance d2. 
The particular design layout shoWn in FIG. 1B is, hoWever, 
unsuitable for actual FINFET technology since the use of 
source/drain landing pads inevitably increases the gate con 
tact pitch due to overlay requirements. 
[0007] Moreover, and in a conventional FINFET design 
layout, the minimum spacing from the source/drain contact 
to the gate is the contact-to-gate overlay plus the contact 
to-active overlay. This is undesirable since the layout effi 
ciency of a FINFET is severely degraded over that of a 
conventional planar FET. Furthermore, the use of source/ 
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drain landing pads also complicates spacer etching of the 
small space betWeen the FINFET gate and the landing pad. 
[0008] In 32 nm node technology and beyond, the mini 
mum pitch required for active layers Will be reduced to 
approximately 120 mm or less. When such a small pitch is 
used, the source/drain contact formation becomes a serious 
challenge due to gate-to-active overlay requirements and the 
need for raised source/drain regions for series resistance 
reduction. 
[0009] Elimination of source/drain landing pads simulta 
neously solves both of the above mentioned problems, but 
requires that parallel FINS be strapped together. One 
reported idea, Which is described by J. A. Choi et al., IEDM, 
2004, p. 647, is to strap the FINs together by local inter 
connects. This particular scheme is shoWn, for example, in 
FIG. 2. One problem With the scheme described by J. A. 
Choi et al. is that the addition of local interconnects signi? 
cantly increases the parasitic capacitance, thus degrading the 
overall circuit performance. 
[0010] In vieW of the above, there is a need for providing 
an alternative contact scheme for FINFET structures that 
include multiple FINs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] The present invention provides an alternative con 
tact scheme for FINFET structures including multiple FINs. 
In particular, the present invention provides an alternative 
contact scheme in Which each individual FIN Within the 
structure is merged together by selective epitaxy. The selec 
tive epitaxy provides epitaxially (i.e., epi) groWn semicon 
ductor material that straps (i.e., merges) the individual FINs 
together Without the need of large contact pads or local 
interconnects, as is typically the case With prior art FINFET 
structures. The inventive “FIN only” array design makes it 
easier to adopt neW advanced lithographic methods. 
[0012] Compared With the local interconnect approach 
mentioned above, the inventive approach described herein, 
i.e., the merged FIN approach, provides loWer parasitic 
capacitance and does not require any additional processing 
steps. 
[0013] In general terms, the present invention thus pro 
vides a FINFET structure comprising: 
[0014] a plurality of parallel oriented semiconducting bod 
ies (i.e., FINs) Which extend above a surface of a substrate; 
[0015] a common patterned gate electrode surrounding 
said plurality of parallel oriented semiconducting bodies; 
[0016] a nitride-containing spacer located on a sideWall of 
said common patterned gate electrode in a region in Which 
said common patterned gate electrode intercrosses With at 
least one of said parallel oriented semiconducting bodies; 
and 
[0017] an epitaxial semiconductor layer that merges each 
of said parallel oriented semiconducting bodies together. 
[0018] In addition to the above structure, the present 
invention also contemplates a method of fabricating the 
same. The inventive method includes the steps of: 
[0019] providing a plurality of parallel oriented semicon 
ducting bodies (i.e., FINs) Which extend above a surface of 
a substrate; 
[0020] forming a common patterned gate electrode sur 
rounding said plurality of parallel oriented semiconducting 
bodies; 
[0021] forming a nitride-containing spacer on a sideWall 
of said common patterned gate electrode in a region in Which 
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said common patterned gate electrode intercrosses With at 
least one of said parallel oriented semiconducting bodies; 
and 
[0022] epitaxially growing an epitaxial semiconductor 
layer that merges each of said parallel oriented semicon 
ducting bodies together. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0023] FIG. 1A is a diagram shoWing the design layout of 
a prior art planar MOSFET, Where the minimum source/ 
drain contact to gate spacing is determined by the gate-to 
contact overlayer, While FIG. 1B is a diagram shoWing the 
design layout for a prior art FINFET With source/drain 
landing pads, Where the minimum source/drain contact-to 
gate spacing is limited by the contact-to-active overlay in 
addition to the contact-to-gate overlay. 
[0024] FIG. 2 is a diagram of a prior art FINFET structure 
including multiple FINs that are strapped together With a 
local interconnect. 
[0025] FIG. 3 is a diagram of the inventive FINFET 
structure including multiple FINs that merged (i.e., 
strapped) together by selective epitaxial groWth of a semi 
conductor material. 
[0026] FIGS. 4-12 are pictorial representations illustrating 
the basic processing steps of the present application. In some 
of these draWings, various vieWs including cross sectional 
and top-doWn prospective vieWs are shoWn. In some 
embodiments, a vieW through line A-A' is shoWn, While in 
other a vieW through line B-B' is shoWn. The line A-A' is a 
line that runs perpendicular to the FINs, While line B-B' is 
a line running parallel through one of the FINs. 
[0027] FIG. 13 is a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) 
of a conventional FINFET With multiple FINS at a 120 nm 
pitch obtained using e-beam lithography; all the FINs in the 
prior art structure are connected at the end using a large 
source/drain contact pad. 
[0028] FIG. 14 is a SEM of the inventive FINFET struc 
ture Where all the individual FINs are printed Without 
source/drain contacts and prior to epitaxy. 
[0029] FIG. 15 is a SEM ofa FINFET structure of FIG. 14 
after selective raised source/drain formation of a 25 nm epi 
Si. 
[0030] FIG. 16 is a SEM ofa FINFET structure of FIG. 14 
after merging the individual FINs together using a 50 nm 
selective epi Si. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0031] The present invention, Which provides a FINFET 
structure With multiple FINs that are merged together by an 
epitaxially groWn semiconductor material and a method of 
fabricating such a FINFET structure, Will noW be described 
in greater detail by referring to the folloWing discussion and 
draWings that accompany the present application. The draW 
ings of the present application, Which are referred to herein 
beloW in greater detail, are provided for illustrative purposes 
and, as such, they are not draWn to scale. 
[0032] In the folloWing description, numerous speci?c 
details are set forth, such as particular structures, compo 
nents, materials, dimensions, processing steps and tech 
niques, in order to provide a thorough understanding of the 
present invention. HoWever, it Will be appreciated by one of 
ordinary skill in the art that the invention may be practiced 
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Without these speci?c details. In other instances, Well-knoWn 
structures or processing steps have not been described in 
detail in order to avoid obscuring the invention. 
[0033] It Will be understood that When an element as a 
layer, region or substrate is referred to as being “on” or 
“over” another element, it can be directly on the other 
element or intervening elements may also be present. In 
contrast, When an element is referred to as being “directly 
on” or “directly over” another element, there are no inter 
vening elements present. It Will also be understood that 
When an element is referred to as being “beneath” or “under” 
another element, it can be directly beneath or under the other 
element, or intervening elements may be present. In con 
trast, When an element is referred to as being “directly 
beneath” or “directly under” another element, there are no 
intervening elements present. 
[0034] As stated above, the present invention provides a 
neW contact design layout for a FINFET having multiple 
parallel oriented FINs in Which the parallel oriented FINs 
are merged together Without utiliZing source/drain contact 
pads or local interconnects, as is shoWn, for example, in 
FIGS. 1B and 2. Instead, the multiple parallel oriented FINs 
of the FINFET structure of the present application are 
merged (i.e., strapped) together With an epitaxially groWn 
semiconductor material. The inventive contact scheme is 
illustrated in FIG. 3. Speci?cally, FIG. 3 is a diagram 
shoWing the inventive FINFET contact scheme in Which the 
multiple parallel oriented FINs are merged together With a 
selectively groWn epitaxial semiconductor material. In FIG. 
3, reference numeral 72' represents the epitaxially groWn 
semiconductor material, reference numeral 60 denotes the 
parallel oriented FINs and reference numeral 69 denotes the 
common patterned gate electrode. The design layout shoWn 
in FIG. 3 provides loWer parasitic capacitance than prior art 
approaches and thus, it represents an advancement in the art. 
[0035] Reference is noW made to FIGS. 4-12 Which illus 
trate the basic processing steps that are utiliZed in the present 
invention to provide the contact scheme shoWn in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a semiconductor-on-insulator (SOI) sub 
strate 50 after forming a hard mask 58 on an upper surface 
of the SOI substrate 50. 
[0036] The SOI substrate 50 includes a buried insulating 
region 54 that is positioned betWeen a bottom semiconductor 
layer 52 and a top semiconductor layer 56. The top semi 
conductor layer 56 is sometimes referred to in the art as an 
SOI layer of an SOI substrate. 
[0037] The term “semiconductor” as used herein to 
describe the bottom semiconductor layer 52 and the top 
semiconductor layer 56 denotes any semiconducting mate 
rial including, for example, Si, Ge, SiGe, SiC, SiGeC, InAs, 
GaAs, InP or other like III/V compound semiconductors. 
Multilayers of these semiconductors are also contemplated 
herein. In a preferred embodiment, both semiconductor 
layers, i.e., the bottom semiconductor layer 52 and the top 
semiconductor layer 56 of the SOI substrate 50 are both 
comprised of Si. 
[0038] The buried insulating layer 54 may be a crystalline 
or non-crystalline oxide or nitride. In a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention, the buried insulating layer 54 
is an oxide. The buried insulating layer 54 may be continu 
ous, as shoWn, or it may be discontinuous. When a discon 
tinuous buried insulating region is present, the insulating 
region exists as isolated islands that are surrounded by 
semiconductor material. 








